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Service Plans Protect your Home’s
Budget and Equipment
Many consumers take different approaches to their home
investments. Some pay little attention to maintenance and
others take it seriously. Of course, as professionals in the
home heating and cooling industry, we see the outcomes of
both approaches on a daily basis. Units that have not been
looked at for several years often have developed larger
problems that cost more to address than units that get looked
at every year. A simple hundred dollar repair that can easily
be addressed at an annual tune-up can become a thousand
dollar repair if the problem gets out of hand. Repairs are not
the only money suckers. A system that has not been visited
can run poorly for years without you knowing it. For

Steve Oehlert
(Continued on page 2)

WEATHER UPDATE
This summer was similar to last
summer with lawns remaining
green all summer long. Our
area totaled approximately 25
inches of rain compared to the
normal 11 inches. Many homes
had issues with the extra precipitation which normally don’t occur.

Clammy, Musty Basement this
Summer?!
This year’s wet summer caused many different
problems for homes and moldy, damp basements
was just the start. Many homeowners take for
granted that their home’s basement is damp and has
a musty smell. It’s normal right? Well it doesn’t
have to be and ignoring a musty basement could be
affecting your family’s health. If there is a musty
smell, it’s because you are growing mold or fungus
(Continued on page 4)
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We Hope You Saw Us at One of the Local
Community Events Below!
Phoenixville Dogwood Parade, Limerick Community
Day, Pottstown Bike Race, Blessed Teresa Fair,
Perkiomen Watershed Perk to Pub Cycling Adventure,
Royersford Community Day, Dow Chemical Trade
Show, Upper Providence Community Day, SF Rotary
Wine Beer Food Festival, Perkiomen Watershed Plant-a-thon.

Oehlert Bros. Inc. is a Fujitsu
Elite Contractor!

(Continued from page 1) Service Plans Protect

example, an air conditioning running on low
refrigerant can work twice as hard to maintain
temperature which increases your electric bills
every month. Heaters may be running inefficiently
and causing excess fuel usage.
When you are
spending more money on electric or fuel for many
years, it then becomes more of a burden to replace
the heater or air conditioner when it is at the end of
its useful life. Stay ahead of the game with an
Oehlert Bros. full coverage service plan that will
protect you from surprise repairs and keep more
money in your pocket!

Oehlert Bros. Technicians have been trained to a higher standard! Fujitsu ductless air conditioning systems
installed by an Elite Contractor receive an extra two
years of warranty!

Replace your Tank if it has been in service
for more than 30 years!
Should a leak occur, most homeowners
insurance will NOT cover the cleanup costs.

Team Oehlert Bros. Spends a Day at Pocono Raceway!

Still Family. Still Local. Since 1948
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Remember the Lessons Learned
from last January!
Many local homeowners were caught by surprise with the
single-digit temperatures last winter. Hopefully anyone that
had issues with freezing pipes or ice-covered driveways etc.
has remedied those situations and is ready for this winter.
Single-digit temperatures are always difficult for homeowners
to manage in Pennsylvania since they are usually short-lived
and we may go a couple years without them. However, not
being prepared can cost thousands of dollars and some very
uncomfortable days! There is still plenty of time to insulate
pipes, line up a contractor to plow your drive, get that older
heater replaced, etc. Just don’t wait until January is here!

Emergency Delivery or Repair Service is Just A Call Away!
Feature Product!
Granby Tank offers a tank that provides better
containment and removes corrosion as an issue
with storage tanks. The Granby 2-in-1 tank is a
modern solution and costs slightly less than the
double-bottom steel tank product! It comes in
two different sizes to accommodate basement
clearance. A plastic interior tank surrounded by
the external metal tank provides 100 percent containment! It also comes with a 30 year warranty!

OBI Staff Volunteer with the
Perkiomen Watershed for
Annual Plant-a-Thon!
Twenty of us helped with the tree plantings near a local
creek to restore a riparian buffer. Riparian buffers help
with storm water runoff. This project was part of the
PWC’s annual fall Plant-a-Thon. To get involved visit
www.perkiomenwatershed.org.

Have your Chimney Lined
by Oehlert Bros.!
If your chimney has been in use for more than 25
years, it is time to invest in a chimney liner. Not
only is it a structural issue, but it is also a safety issue. As your chimney ages, cracks allow exhaust
and carbon monoxide to
infiltrate your home. The
original terracotta chimney
liner could also collapse and
cause exhaust from your
heater to come back into
your home! Call us for your
chimney inspection!
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EF (Diesel Exhaust Fluid)
is now available for dispensing at our Township
Line fueling site. DEF is used by all
diesel vehicles that were manufactured
after 2010. Our DEF is priced at $2.95
per gallon compared to $7.00 per gallon
when purchased in jugs. To access the
system, an Oehlert Bros. Gascard is
needed. Call 610-948-7113.

With the winter on the way, you will be receiving deliveries soon. Please make sure the area
around your fill pipe is clear of debris and any
plants or bushes are trimmed to allow safe and
easy access. Our Delivery Drivers appreciate
your cooperation!

“Some multi-million dollar companies
bait customers with a $49 “tune-up” to
get into the house and then find hundreds of dollars of repairs that may be
unnecessary. Customers must be wary of
these practices.” If something looks too
good to be true, it is. We recommend getting a second estimate for
repairs or installations over $500.
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downstairs which give off spores and that musty smell you’re accustomed to. Many people are allergic to mold and fungus to varying degrees. You may not even realize it since you frequently have sinus
stuffiness or fatigue and are used to those symptoms.

Automatic Payments Make Bill
Paying a Breeze!
If you are participating in our SmartPay Program and sending in monthly payments, consider making your life less hectic and sign up
for auto bill pay. We can also securely attach
a credit or debit card to your account to automatically pay for deliveries, service plans and
any other purchases. With the hectic pace of
today’s lifestyle, you’ll have one less thing to
worry about! Just call us to initiate auto bill
pay for your account.

Watch for our
Custom
Oehlert Bros.
2019 Calendar
this December!
Winners of the Oehlert Bros. Photo Contest to
be featured in the Calendar!
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